Cardiovascular parameters and scoring systems in the evaluation of response to therapy in sepsis and septic shock.
In 47 medical and postoperative ICU patients with 57 episodes of sepsis and septic shock, cardiovascular parameters including systemic vascular resistance (SVR), cardiac index (CI), stroke volume index (SVI), left ventricular stroke work index (LVSWI) as well as six scoring systems (APACHE II, Elebute, Goris, HIS, SAPS and SSS) were studied regarding their usefulness in the assessment of disease progression and evaluation of response to supplemental sepsis therapy (immunoglobulins, plasmapheresis). Among the hemodynamic parameters, only a prompt SVR improvement significantly discriminated between ultimate survivors and nonsurvivors. Thus, an increase in SVR (greater than 160 dyn*cm-5*sec, within days 0 to 4, persisting for greater than 24 hours) can serve as a prognostically validated "response" criterion (responders/non-responders: 26/31; mortality: 27% vs. 77%). Non-invasively, the APACHE II score was best suited (specificity: 88%, sensitivity: 67%) to classify hemodynamically defined responders to supplemental sepsis treatment (score-reduction greater than or equal to 4 on day 4 after onset of therapy).